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Across
3. the governor appointed the members 

of the the legislative and ___________ 

council

4. the crown would usually choose a 

member of the British

7. colonies were separated by

12. The first one of British North 

America was in 1851

15. the highest on the political system

18. when there are a lot of industries in 

the same place

19. The _____________ were known for 

their fur trading

20. _________________ ran the fur 

trade

21. ___________________ contributed 

to the diversity

23. one of the people that had to approve 

a bill in order for it to become law was the

24. The girls had to knit/sew ect. the 

boys worked full days in the field this is 

known as

Down
1. When two countries agree they sign a

2. the built many new factories

5. You would usually find _________ 

in Canada East

6. A country that is under full or partial 

control of a country is a

8. The summers on the _____________ 

were warm and moist

9. Canada East and Canada West had a 

___________ because they had the same 

amount of seats in the legislative assembly

10. the crown decided on the

11. instead of a crown they thought a 

_____________ would be better

13. proverty and food shortages drove 

thousands of people to

14. the body of either a country, 

community or a state

16. used to be called _________ but now 

is North America

17. instead of small workshops they 

decided to build

22. First Nations people & the metis 

were the largest groups of this movement


